
Green, Shannon 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Tracking: 

Green, Shannon 
Tuesday, June 10, 2.014 3:12PM 
Singletary, Jennifer 
RE: senior status judges going over the cap 

· Reclpl~nt 

Singletary, Jennifer 

Read 

EXHIBIT 

I 11....1.. _.__.., .... __ 

Read: 6/L0/2014 3:16PM 

I don't think McHugh & Keadle have worked that much. Beth, FCJ Thompson's Case 
Coordinator, mentioned that the reason Thompson is being sworn in tomorrow is 
because Judge Cummings is pushing her to because something with his retirement 
That leads me to believe that he may be at or close to his limit Judge Keadle is now 
helping out in Randolph, but so is Steptoe & Henning. I don't think there is anything 
that rejects these if they go over the limit. That is how former Family Court Judge 
Arrington got in trouble with the Retirement Board one year- he was paid 2 or 3 ttmes 
his limit. 

The only other senior status magistrate that could be close to meeting the limit is 
Nancy Means & she watches hers very closely. 

I will ask Chris to check on Cummings and Keadle. 

From: Singletary, Jennifer 
Sent: Tuesday, June 10, 2014 3:03 PM 
To: Green, Shannon 
Subject: senior status judges going over the cap 

Hi, Shannon: 

I got Carpenter's contract back, and It should be headed upstairs for the Chief Justice's signature. 

1 was thinking with his, it seems like there are othe.rs who would have reached the limit by now if he has. I know it's 
their responsibility to keep track and let us know, but is there something in place like with the financial I auditor people 
where they start rejecting invoices over the $20,000 or whatever it is? It just doesn't seem like Carpenter would have 
reached the limit first. Do Justice McHugh and Judge Keadle have contracts already? 

THANK YOU I 
Jen 


